Event-B is a formal modelling method which is claimed to be suitable for diverse modelling domains, such as reactive systems and sequential program development. This claim hinges on the fact that any particular model has an appropriate semantics. In Event-B, this semantics is provided implicitly by proof obligations associated with a model. There is no fixed semantics though. In this article we argue that this approach is beneficial to modelling because we can use similar proof obligations across a variety of modelling domains. By way of two examples we show how similar proof obligations are linked to different semantics. A small set of proof obligations is thus suitable for a whole range of modelling problems in diverse modelling domains.
Introduction
Event-B [Abr08] is a formal modelling method for discrete systems based on refinement [AH07, AM98, Bac89]. We believe that formal modelling should serve primarily for reasoning. We insist that reasoning is an essential part of modelling because it is the key to understanding complex models. The formal text making up a formal model should be stated in a form that facilitates reasoning. Reasoning about complex models should not happen accidentally but needs systematic support within the modelling method. This thinking lies at the heart of the Event-B method.
When we create a complex model, usually, our understanding of it is incomplete at first; and a modelling method should help to improve our understanding of the model. During initial phases in the modelling process refinement is used to manage the many details of a complex model. It does not describe a development process where we follow prescribed stages when building a model but a technique to introduce detail gradually at a rate that eases understanding. Besides, this approach yields a higher degree of automation; smaller batches of information are easier to analyse. We do not assume that we have one most abstract model, the specification, that could serve as point of reference for all further refinements. Instead, the model is completed by refinement until we are satisfied that the model captures all important properties. Eventually, we also reason about specific computational domains like sequential or concurrent programs that have well-known semantics. We expect that a formal modelling method leads safely to a correct implementation.
Covering such a range of modelling problems poses a challenge on the method. In Event-B the challenge is met by focusing solely on proof obligations that are associated with a model. The meaning of an Event-B model emerges from what is proved about the model. This gives a prominent rôle to proof obligations, the subject of this article. S. Hallerstede
Proof obligations
Proof obligations are at the heart of the Event-B method. The main tool in Event-B for reasoning is formal proof. What is to be proved is stated in terms of proof obligations of a model. Event-B associates with a model proof obligations similarly to other formal methods, e.g., [Abr96, Bac89, WD96] but much attention is paid to the need to deal with frequent changes during modelling. Proof obligations serve to verify properties of a model; they serve to demonstrate that a model is sound with respect to some behavioural semantics; they serve to analyse a model; they serve to guide the user while building a model. We consider the latter point to be of major importance: when the user fails to discharge a proof obligation, usually, the corresponding proof attempt provides a hint how to improve the model. It gives the user the opportunity to gain more insight into the model and improve it gradually as the understanding increases. When creating complex models, we certainly make mistakes and we certainly have to make frequent changes to a model. This concerns the entire model across all levels of refinement, from the very abstract to the very concrete.
We assume that there is a software tool [ABHV06] that automatically generates proof obligations. Otherwise making changes to a model would be tedious and in models with thousands of proof obligations [BA05] nearly impossible. The tool takes the formal text of the model and produces proof obligations composed of (usually) only gently rewritten fragments of that text. The proof obligations of Event-B are specifically designed to permit matching them easily to the formal model [Hal05] . We illustrate this by means of a small example:
Example We present an excerpt of a model of a secure building. The details of the Event-B notation are not of importance but only the way model and proof obligation match. The model has two variables in and auth, specifying locations of persons in rooms and corresponding authorisations. The invariant of the model is:
A person is authorised to be in certain rooms inv 2 : in ∈ Person → Room A person can be at most in one room inv 3 : in ⊆ auth A person can only be in rooms where he is authorised to be An event enter models a user entering a room:
event enter any u, r when grd 1 : u ∈ dom(in) grd 2 : u → r ∈ auth then act1 : in : in ∪ {u → r } end For the model to be consistent we prove that event enter respects the invariants inv 1, inv 2, inv 3. The corresponding proof obligation for inv 3 is:
It is very easy to relate the proof obligation to the model above. Modelling in Event-B relies entirely on the interplay between editing models and analysing their proof obligations. To the user of Event-B proof obligations appear as giving meaning to a model.
In Event-B we focus on the proof obligations and do not present a behavioural semantics at all. This approach permits us to use the same proof obligations for very different modelling domains, for instance: reactive, distributed and concurrent systems [ACM03], a probabilistic variant [HH07]; sequential programs [Abr03]; or digital circuits [Hal03]. All of this, without being constrained to a behavioural semantics tailored to a particular domain. Event-B is a calculus for modelling that is independent of the various models of computation. In the following, we use the term semantics in the sense of behavioural semantics.
